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Pleasure of pain 2 returns with more action and bloodshed than ever with more drama, secrets and
lies are all at the forefront. With the F.B.I and the Santiago drug family along with the Asia mafia on
their backs, Tess, Iris and Vanessa along with new comer Layla have no choice but to head over
seaâ€™s and do what they do best. With new hidden identities they reinvent themselves and
become known under the new alias as the Teflon Divas, becoming the worldâ€™s most deadly
assassins. Walk with Tess as she try to cope with the loss of her true love Bless while seeking
undying answers to the killer behind it all or will her loyalty to the only people she trust blind her from
seeking the truth that she needs to be a peace with it all? With ulterior motives hidden for over five
years and undying infatuation with Tess, Will Iris jealous and over possessiveness cause her to
snap and reveal her true colors as to who she really is? Find out as loyalties and friendships are
tested, hearts are broken and a twist that will shock the world in this highly anticipated sequel.
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Once again shameek has taken us into a world filled with action, drama, lust, murder, and mystery!!
Part 2 is a no holds bar sequel that delivers from beggining to end!!! If you havnt read the stories of

these ladies then you NEED TOO!!! A true page turner,if you start reading then you won't stop till
your finished.

BRAVO!!! Loved the way Shameek combined charachters from his other books into this one. This
book is a great combination of suspense and action at its best. If you havent purches this book
please do because it it worth every cent. SHOULD BE ON FILM!!!

Ok...the story line was great. It was action packed and very exciting. I really wanted to give this book
5 stars but the grammatical errors were TERRIBLE!!! Someone please help Shameek with editing. I
found myself making corrections as I read which became really annoying. The biggest issue for me
was the tenses the book was written in. The author mostly wrote in present tense making some of
the sentences very hard to understand. Then he would write in the past tense and switch back to
present after a sentence or 2. Some of it was written as if it was a script telling an actor what to do
next or as if he was talking to someone in conversation as opposed to telling a story. For me a book
should NEVER be written in the present tense. Since its a story being told it should all be in the past
tense. If Shameek gets a good editor he can definitely be a best selling urban novelist but this is an
issue that would keep me from purchasing anymore of his books.

If you like different then this series is it. Shameek doesn't write your everyday urban fiction, he gets
deep and dark. So if you want to read something different Read books by Mr. speight. I loved the
book can't wait for next installemnet.

The Pleasure of Pain 2, was so good, I read it in one day. Shameek now has a fan for life. I can't
wait for #3, I need to find out what happens, he left it at a dramatic cliff-hanger. Everybody, this book
is a must read!!!!!!!!

After giving part 1 of this series 4stars it makes me sad about the second installment. First off this
book is not really a full book IMO. From page one the font and format looks off and it is because
each line is Triple spaced, what in the ghetto hell?It is so bad you can barely tell where one
sentence ends and if it's another paragraph starting, I sat there looking at my Kindle like this as to
be a bad joke but sadly it wasn't. For my $6.99 I expect some editing at the least. One part had one
word on each line I just shook my head. Also if the editing wasn't horrific enough the story was like
are you freaking serious?This book jumped the shark, it was like the movie Kill Bill+ The Bourne

series + Man on Fire + insert any hood movie of your choice. They had trained in Japan in martial
arts, had a helicopter, rocket launchers all kinds of other foolishness that I'm trying to forget. I got
1/2 done and decided enough was enough. My eyes had need tortured enough, I'm sorry this book
was beyond ratched in so many ways.I can understand the author wanting to change it up and write
a book that s not the typical urban book but this right here was doing way way waaaaaaaaay too
much. If you removed the triple spacing in this book it might be 80 pages. I'm sorry I can't
recommend this book to my enemy, you have been warned.

I LOVED Pleasure of Pain Part 2. I'm looking forward to reading part 3. Shameek you have another
classic. It's a great read

THIS WAS MY FIRST TIME HEARING OF THIS AUTHOR AND HAD PASSED OVER THESE
BOOKS A FEW TIMES SINCE HAVING MY KINDLE FIRE...BUT DECIDED I WOULD GO AHEAD
AND DOWNLOAD BOTH...I AM SO GLAD I DID!! I ENJOYED THESE BOOKS FROM BEGINNING
TO END AND COULD NOT PUT THEM DOWN. I AM TOO READY FOR BOOK 3 BECAUSE I
KNOW IT IS GOING TO DELIVER THE REST OF THE STORY. WHAT'S A GIRL TO DO??? TESS
IS A BAD CHICK...BUT THEY ALL ARE BAD IN THEIR OWN WAY!! I WAS SO GLAD TO KNOW
BLESS WAS STILL ALIVE BUT I DIDN'T EVEN SEE IT COMING UNTIL THE END THAT HE WAS
SHADOW. I KEPT WONDERING WHEN THE AUTHOR WAS GOING TO BRING HIM INTO BOOK
2...KEEPS YOU ON YOUR TOES!! GREAT READ!!!
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